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Leçon 13

Modèle Conceptuel d’Hydrauliques en 
1D 

– HECRAS
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Objectifs

� Revue des Hydrauliques en 1D –La Méthode de 
l’étape Standard

� Apprendre comment créer un Modèle Conceptuel 

pour Hydrauliques en 1D dans WMS

� Apprendre comment finaliser un modèle HEC-

RAS et exécuter un projet en utilisant les 
données créées dans WMS

Learn what parts of an HEC-RAS model WMS can prepare and how to complete 

the analysis and run from the HEC-RAS GUI.
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1D

Q, A

� Rivière représentée comme une série de Lignes Transversales.

� Chaque section est une entité singulière

Hydrauliques 1D

1D Application

•Flow downstream only

•Quantities depth averaged

•Quantities averaged across cross section

Applications

•Canals

•Straight rivers

•Large Scale analysis
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Méthode de l’étape Standard

Models like HEC-RAS use cross sectional geometry and the Standard Step 

computation method.

In the standard step method, the geometry of a channel is defined using 

representative cross sections and reach lengths. The cross section represents the 

average hydraulic properties along a reach. Flow velocity (assumed to be 

everywhere perpendicular to the cross section) and depth are computed at each cross 

section.

In the standard step method, the study reach is defined by cross sections. Cross 

sections are assigned an order and are linked by sub-reach lengths. The standard 

step method starts at a cross section with known or assumed flow conditions and 

explicitly solves for the unknown condition at the next cross section in sequence. 

The computation procedure makes on pass through the cross sections to solve for 

the water surface.
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River and Cross-

Section Coverages

HYDRAULIC MODEL

INTERFACE

CROSS-SECTION

DATABASE

HYDRAULIC

MODEL

Interface du Modèle Hydraulique

WMS includes a hydraulic modeling interface or HMI.  The HMI allows the 

geometry of the model to be built from map data, with cross sections being 

extracted from digital terrain models when one with sufficient resolution exists.  

WMS does not define a complete HEC-RAS model, but passes the geometric data 

through an export GIS file (similar to the GeoHECRAS program).  Results can be 

read back into WMS and used for floodplain delineation.
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� Couverture de l’Axe Central

� Couverture des lignes Transversales

� Couverture des Caractéristiques de Région

Modèle Conceptuel

The basic components of the conceptual hydraulic model include the 

following three coverages:

1) A centerline coverage that is used to define the river/reach centerlines 

(thalweg locations) and the left and right banks (optional).

2) A cross section coverage to identify the locations and orientations of the 

cross sections.  If a digital terrain model (TIN only) is available the cross 

sections geometries can be extracted using the arcs.

3) An area property coverage that is used to map materials (in this case 

Manning’s roughness values) onto the cross section lines.
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� Définir le Centre du 
Canal
� L’Arc du Canal

� Direction défini la 
direction de flux

� Arcs Optionnel des 
Rives
� Limite entre le canal 
et région de 
débordement

Courverture de l’Axe Central

The centerline coverage has two kinds of arcs: centerlines and banks.  The 

centerline is used to define rivers and reaches whereas the bank arcs are used to 

define the left/right bank locations and are optional in the development of a model.
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Couverture des Lignes 
Transversales

Cross sections are used to define the position and orientation of cross sections 

along the reaches.  With a digital terrain model geometries can be extracted and 

materials mapped from an area property coverage.

NOTE: In WMS there is only one cross section coverage type.  The 1D-Hyd Cross 

Section coverage is used for both HEC-RAS analyses and for more simplistic 

extractions. (Past versions of WMS had two separate cross section coverages.)
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Couverture des Caractéristiques de 
Région

Materials are separately defined in WMS from the Edit menu.  Each polygon in the 

area property coverage is assigned a material attribute and it is the material (not a 

roughness value) that is assigned to the line properties of a cross section when 

extracted.  When running HEC-RAS you will need t define the Manning’s 

roughness coefficient for each material and indicate the coverage being used for 

the cross section database.  WMS will then insure that the appropriate Manning’s 

roughness values are assigned when passing the geometry to HEC-RAS.
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� Changements du débit

� Changements de la rugosité

� Zones de différents Matériaux

� Changements dans le moyen de transport 

� Changements Géométriques (affectent aussi he)

� Pauses de Pentes

� Distances Larges

Placer les Lignes Transversales 

Since all information for the river is clumped at cross section locations, the 

placement of the cross sections is crucial for the accurate output. Whenever one 

of the parameters in the energy equation would change, a new cross section 

should be inserted. Therefore, by examining these parameters will help 

determine where cross sections should be located. Samples include:

1. Changes in flow rate – just before and after a tributary enters the river being 

modeled.

2. Changes in roughness -when the type of material over which the water is 

flowing changes, the roughness parameters usually change too. Cross sections 

should be placed approximately the same distance either side of changes in 

vegetation or bed types. 

3. Changes in conveyance – When the conveyance changes, the friction losses will 

change. Factors that affect conveyance include:

• Geometry changes – Significant changes in cross section shape changes 

conveyance values.

• Slope breaks -

4. Distance- Normally, you don’t want excessive distance between two cross 

sections. If there really are no changes, distance would be accounted for with the 

increased friction loss, however, it is not common to go large distances in nature 

without other changes in the channel. A rule of thumb is to use the width of the 

flood plain as a maximum space between cross sections.
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Pauses en Rugosité

This picture illustrates the positioning of cross sections around changes in 

vegetation or ground cover. The cross section represents all of the river reach from 

the halfway points to the adjacent cross sections. Therefore, they should be 

positioned evenly around those changes. 
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Pauses en Pente

Cross sections should also be positioned either at, or around breaks in the slope of 

the channel. This will allow the model to capture the changes in normal depth that 

the water profile is converging to.
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Longueur de Flux

It is important to define the lengths between cross sections. This length is used to 

compute the friction losses and is therefore essential in balancing the energy 

equation. The length value may not be constant. This could be due to a sinuous 

channel in a straight flood plain, or variations due to varying radius in a bend of the 

channel and floodplain together. 

For these reasons, most models allow the user to specify varying lengths for 

different portions of the cross section. Conveyance and losses are actually computed 

for each section, and energy balanced on the combined cross sections.
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Zones de Flux Ineffectives

1D models also need help in determining where flow will be effective. In the case of 

a wide cross section next to a narrow cross section, the method would compute 

losses due to expansion and contraction. However, the system would assume that 

the cross sections are all conveying water down stream.

In actuality, portions of a cross section may act as a storage unit, with essentially 

zero velocity once the water filled in. This is accounted for by specifying the region 

as ineffective, or removing the region from the cross section.
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Modèle Conceptuel à
Schématique

Once the conceptual model has been developed WMS will convert it to the 

appropriate modeling schematic (the correct topology) for the river model.
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Commencer le Projet HEC-RAS

WMS runs in conjunction with HEC-RAS, but does not replace it.  While it is 

possible to run a completely defined HEC-RAS project without using the HEC-

RAS GUI, models defined currently in WMS will need some additional work using 

the GUI prior to running the first time (later on when we talk about stochastic 

modeling we will demonstrate how the models can be run in “batch” mode without 

going through the GUI).  When you choose the Export GIS File option the HEC-

RAS GUI is launched and the geometry defined in the GIS file is passed directly to 

HEC-RAS. 
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Vérifier la Géométrie

� Schématique

� Lignes Transversales

� Longueur s des Jonctions

While the geometry is automatically passed to HEC-RAS you will still likely need 

to verify and finish defining a few aspects of the geometry including:

1) Make sure that the modeling schematic (topology of the river) is what you 

expect.

2) If cross sections have been extracted from a high resolution DTM then there 

may be too many points along the cross section. HEC-RAS contains tools to 

thin out the number of points defining the cross sections.

3) Junction lengths are not currently passed by WMS through the GIS file.  You 

can use the WMS measure tool to measure junction lengths (the distance along 

the river centerline from the downstream cross section of the upper reach of a 

junction to the upstream cross section of the downstream reach. This will need 

to be done for all reaches joining at a junction.
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� Débit

� Profondeur Normale

� Pentes

Définir les conditions de limites

Boundary conditions cannot be passed through the export GIS file so they too must 

be defined using the HEC-RAS GUI.  For a basic model you must at least define 

the flow rates for each reach and the steady flow boundary conditions such as a 

slope when using normal depth calculations.
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Execution HECRAS

Of course there are many other options that can be defined from within the HEC-

RAS GUI, but when you have completed the model definition you can Compute 

the results.
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Lire une Solution

If HEC-RAS runs successfully then you can read the solution into WMS by

choosing the Read Solution command and identifying the HEC-RAS project that 

you have just run.  This action will result in the creation of a new 2-D scatter data 

set, with a data point at each intersection between the centerline and cross section 

coverage and the data value being the water surface elevation computed by HEC-

RAS.
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Interpolation d’ Elévations de la 
Surface d’Eau

As discussed in the floodplain delineation lecture a sparse set of data points will 

result in an inaccurate delineation.  Using the River Tools in the WMS map 

module you can interpolate new scatter points along the cross section (assumed 

same throughout) or the centerline (linear interpolation from upstream to 

downstream) at a specified distance along the feature arcs, or at each vertex on the 

feature arcs.  This interpolation must be done separately for the 1-D Hydraulic 

Centerline and 1-D Cross Section coverages.
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Délinéation de la Plaine 
Inondable

A floodplain can be delineated using the water surface elevation scattered data set 

and an underlying TIN model as discussed in the floodplain delineation lesson.
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Démonstration
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Atelier

Files for this workshop are found in hecras.


